
Thai Tourist Safety 101 Forewarned Is
Forearmed

Thailand, known for its stunning landscapes, rich culture, and vibrant cities, has
been a popular tourist destination for years. With millions of visitors flocking to
this Southeast Asian gem annually, it's essential to prioritize safety while
exploring all that Thailand has to offer. In this in-depth guide, we will take you
through Thai Tourist Safety 101 to ensure you have a secure and worry-free trip.

1. Research and Plan Ahead

Before embarking on your Thai adventure, take the time to conduct thorough
research about the country, its customs, and the specific regions you plan to visit.
Familiarize yourself with local laws, cultural etiquette, and any travel advisories or
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warnings issued by your home country. Planning ahead will equip you with the
necessary knowledge to navigate unfamiliar territory.
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2. Stay Informed About Your Surroundings

While exploring Thailand, it's essential to stay aware of your surroundings. Be
cautious in crowded areas and tourist hotspots, as they are often targeted by
pickpockets and scammers. Keep your personal belongings secure and be
mindful of your valuables, especially when visiting markets or public
transportation.

3. Transportation Safety

Thailand offers a variety of transportation options, from tuk-tuks to long-distance
buses and trains. Ensure you prioritize your safety when choosing transportation
means. Stick to licensed taxis or reputable ride-hailing services, particularly in
major cities like Bangkok. If you're planning to rent a vehicle, research reliable
rental companies and always wear your seatbelt.
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4. Be Cautious of Scams

Scams targeting tourists unfortunately exist in many popular tourist destinations,
and Thailand is no exception. Stay vigilant and be aware of common scams, such
as overpriced tuk-tuk rides, gem scams, and fake travel agents. Always double-
check prices, negotiate fares in advance, and only book tours or activities through
reputable companies.

5. Respect the Local Culture

Cultural respect is of utmost importance when traveling. Familiarize yourself with
Thai customs and traditions to avoid unintentionally offending locals. Dress
modestly when visiting temples or religious sites, remove your shoes when
required, and be mindful of local customs regarding greetings and gestures.

6. Take Care of Your Health

Prioritize your health and well-being during your trip to Thailand. Ensure you're up
to date with necessary vaccinations and medications recommended for this
particular destination. Drink bottled water, beware of street food hygiene, and
protect yourself from mosquitoes, especially in areas where diseases like dengue
fever are prevalent.

7. Emergency Preparedness

Prepare for unexpected situations by familiarizing yourself with emergency
contacts and protocols. Save the contact details of your embassy or consulate, as
well as local emergency numbers, in your phone. Consider purchasing travel
insurance that covers medical emergencies and evacuation if necessary.

8. Stay Connected Safely



Staying connected with your loved ones is essential, but it's also crucial to
prioritize digital safety. Use secure Wi-Fi connections when accessing personal
information and avoid using public computers for sensitive tasks. Consider using
a virtual private network (VPN) to protect your online privacy.

9. Trust Your Instincts

Finally, trust your instincts and rely on your intuition. If a situation feels
uncomfortable or suspicious, remove yourself from it and seek help if necessary.
Traveling solo or with a group, always prioritize your personal safety and well-
being.

Thailand is undeniably a remarkable destination with countless attractions and
experiences awaiting travelers. By following our Thai Tourist Safety 101 guide,
you can ensure that your trip remains a memorable and worry-free adventure.
Forewarned is forearmed – armed with knowledge and preparedness, you can
have a truly enjoyable and safe journey in the Land of Smiles.
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An indirect, albeit dire warning has been issued to tourists! The warning doesn't
come from Thai Tourism, but from reported and unreported fatalities, from the cry
of hapless victims that didn't see it coming, and from many foreign governments
and embassies urging the Thai government to act. Every single bloody day,
Tourists (and Thais) die in a number of tragic and unnatural ways in Thailand -
with road accidents being the prime killer.
After writing "A Place To Be Killed: Tourist Alert Thailand" over eight months in
2014 (505 pages), the tourist carnage was as bad or worse for the November
2014 - April 2015 period. I never wanted to write a sequel as one could imagine,
but I love Thailand, its people, and things need to change in terms of safety. I
sure hope proactive change starts in my life-time. I want tourists to be forewarned
again about the myriad of dangers in Thailand, and therefore forearmed in terms
of their own personal safety when in the beautiful country. Inundated with
foreigner fatality reports again this high season, proactive safety measures must
be undertaken by Thai authorities to decrease the daily carnage. Sustaining the
work and not backsliding will be key, because in Thailand, occasional crack-
downs frequently lose their momentum quickly. Thai authorities need to clearly
realize that profit margins and tourist safety go hand-in-hand. Like quality tourism,
profit and safety are intrinsically linked together. Tourists have a big say in the
matter - changing many bullet-proof attitudes will be a challenge for individuals in
the present age of western entitlement. The question remains unanswered - what
catalyst(s) will finally move Thailand forward towards systemic changes in how
safety is viewed for its own citizens, and for over twenty- five million tourists that
visit the Kingdom annually? But enough isn't enough it seems, whether we are
talking about excessive tourist deaths in Thailand by un natural causes, or the
lack of information out there for tourists. Foreign governments aren't doing much
in terms of warnings, and either is T.A.T. (Thailand Tourism Authority), judging
from the renewed tourist carnage in 2015, with all the usual foreigner fatality
factors. But why point fingers? That never saved a life; the complaint box is full to



bursting, so lets find a solution, strictly in the interest of saving someone's son or
daughter from the body bag industry. What prompted me to write a sequel was
simple, the veritable plethora of aforementioned foreigner fatality factors are still
largely ignored by tourists, as they ignorantly, "blissfully" and intrinsically take on
more inherent risk than in their countries of origin when on holiday. The tourist
death count was as bad or worse for the 2014-2015 Thailand tourists high
season, hence another warning is prudent, this time in the form of "Thailand
Tourist Safety First 101: Forewarned is Forearmed." If you throw enough good
information against the wall, some will stick, and a few more tourists will avoid
coming home in a body bag from "The Land of Smiles." That term is often
rendered little more than an oxymoron, especially for the surviving parents of so
many young (and not so young) people killed in Thailand. The slogan "Amazing
Thailand" doesn't cut it for victim families, left to suffer in silence, grieve and
wonder how it all went so wrong for their loved ones in Thailand. is, most tourist
deaths in Thailand are avoidable, hence another offering on the subject is
prudent at this time.
"Thailand Tourist Safety First 101: Forewarned is Forearmed" will encourage and
teach tourists (and Thais if they read it) to be more proactive in terms of their own
safety when in Thailand - guaranteed. The truth still hurts, and good journalists
that try to disseminate the truth in an often inherently non-transparent Thai media
can suffer.
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